
An eulogy for



PATRICK PHILLIPS

Pat is rightly recognised  as a grandee of the UK Gilt-Edged market.

He began his financial career as a mathematics graduate trainee with the 
London stockbrokers, Phillips and Drew in 1961. Thereafter he was  a 
partner in de Zoete & Bevan, a director of BZW (the forerunner of Barclays 
Capital ), a member of the London Stock Exchange Council, a deputy 
chairman of the Gilt-Edged Market Makers Association (GEMMA) achairman of the Gilt Edged Market Makers Association (GEMMA), a 
consultant to Merrill Lynch Gilts and the author of three books on the Gilt-
Edged Market.

During his career, Patrick has seen and experienced vast swings in yields 
and interest ratesand interest rates. 

He has had the opportunity to observe market behaviour not only at times 
of burgeoning government debt like now, but also, as in the UK in the late 
1980s, during the fondly remembered times of Public Sector net surpluses.

There can be no-one better qualified to offer the valedictory words to War 
Loan which, as he so aptly and movingly describes, has been an old dear 
friend to himself and to countless others in the Gilt-Edged market. 
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1947-1974: A “Dog” of an Investment1947-1974: A Dog  of an Investment

1975-2015: Man’s best friend.



WAR 3 ½% 1952 OR AFTER

The author and philosopher GK Chesterton, once while on a pre-War speaking tour of Middle England sent an agonised 

telegram back home to his wife which read as follows:

• Am at Ashby-de-la Zouch STOP. Where should I be STOP. 

Sadly history does not relate what response she made to him, if indeed she made any response at all. But the point about 

this anecdote is that those two succinct phrases illustrate, not only the frustrated irritation of a man of huge creative ability 

floundering in the wake of his mind’s total inability to deal with such mundane matters such as knowing what he was 

t t b d i t d h b t l hi ll t th ti l t f th t i d f timeant to be doing next, and where, but also graphically captures the essential nature of that period of time.

The fact that the medium used was a Telegram is testimony to that. In those days receipt of a Telegram was serious 

business. It implied that the subject matter it contained was so urgent that delivery of a letter would not suffice – and that 

in an era when next day postal delivery really did exist, was saying something - and of course private telephone ownership 

was still in its infancy.

How strange all of that must sound to the citizens of today where the equivalent in terms of immediacy would now be anHow strange all of that must sound to the citizens of today where the equivalent in terms of immediacy would now be an 

email, a  text, or even a tweet, but in terms of gravitas none of those comes close to touching that of the Telegram in those

days of yore.
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WAR 3 ½% 1952 OR AFTER

And so it is also with the principal subject of our gathering tonight, for as much as War Loan may, in latter years, have 
seemed to more recent market practitioners to be no more than a tweet-sized anachronism at the far end of the yieldseemed to more recent market practitioners to be no more than a tweet sized  anachronism at the far end of the yield 
curve, in the time of Chesterton’s tour she (and I like to think of her as a lady – perhaps the Gilt-Edged Market’s equivalent 
of the Dowager Duchess of Grantham as played by Maggie Smith in Downton Abbey) – she – War 3 ½ % redeemable 
1952 or after – was a Colossus.

To appreciate this fully it is necessary to have some understanding of the very different sort of Gilt-Edged market thatTo appreciate this fully it is necessary to have some understanding of the very different sort of Gilt Edged market that 
existed then compared to now. The Gilt–Edged list at 31st March 1933 contained just two short-dated bonds, three 
mediums, five long-dated bonds with a life over 15 years and six Undateds of which War Loan was one and on its own 
constituted 24% of the then Total National Debt .

Translated into today’s terms that would be equal to an issue of close to £300billion Or to put it another way in nominalTranslated into today s terms that would be equal to an issue of close to £300billion. Or to put it another way in nominal 
terms the size of War Loan equated to 45% of 1932’s GDP.  In today’s terms that does not even bear contemplating.

The story of War Loan’s birth in 1932 is the stuff of Gilt-Edged legends. She was conceived, so to speak as a result of a 
liaison of sorts on 30th June 1932, between the Chancellor of the Exchequer of the day, Neville Chamberlin, and, her 
mother her predecessor War 5% redeemable between 1929/47mother, her predecessor, War 5% redeemable between 1929/47.

And at this point it is, perhaps, appropriate to take a brief look at her much less well known parent. In the early stages of
the Great War financing was achieved by the issue of Treasury Bills, Exchequer Bonds and two War Loans, a 3 ½% Loan 
dated 1925 to 1928 and a 4 ½% Loan dated 1925 to 1945. To protect investors in those two stocks against potential loss a 
proviso was inserted that if any further War loan was to be issued later on that required a higher interest rate holders ofproviso was inserted that if any further War loan was to be issued later on that required a higher interest rate, holders of 
the earlier loans would be permitted to convert into the new higher paying one.
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WAR 3 ½% 1952 OR AFTER

In 1916 Asquith’s government fell, Bonar Law became Chancellor, and in January 1917 announced the issue of some 
£2billion of a new 5% War Loan to be redeemed between 1929 and 1947 As it happened only £845m of this was new£2billion of a new 5% War Loan to be redeemed between 1929 and 1947. As it happened only £845m of this was new 
money, all the rest of it coming from holders of those previous loans exercising their right to convert, but the creation of 
this huge security with a coupon rate of 5% set the long – term interest rate scene for years to come.

By the time of the early 1930s, and in the light of the depressed economic conditions then existing, debt servicing costs 
were strangling the economy Those of War 5% alone took up 40% of the annual income tax receipts or as much as one-were strangling the economy. Those of War 5% alone took up 40% of the annual income tax receipts or as much as one
eighth of the total Budget. 

Something had to be done to reduce the burden.

And so it came to pass that on that day in the summer of 1932 the Chancellor announced that War 5% 1929/47 was to be p y
redeemed, and that holders could “if they wished” convert their holdings into a new bond with a lower interest rate, War 3 
½% 1952 or after, or as in due course it became universally known, simply, War Loan. 

The conversion period for this operation - the gestation period of the pregnancy, so to speak - was to be the five months 
from then until 1st December 1932 – the date of War Loan’s birth. 

This turned out to be a turbulent time. To say that the proposed conversion was controversial would be an 
understatement. It was not so much the matter of the reduction of the coupon rate that proved so controversial, nor the 
fact that the authorities had called an early redemption for War 5% - this they were fully entitled to do that since it had 
already passed its 1929 earliest possible redemption date. No. What caused the months long furore was the extreme y p p p g
nature of the weapons used by the Government to persuade investors to convert into the new War Loan rather than take 
cash at redemption. 
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WAR 3 ½% 1952 OR AFTER

For the truth of the matter, which was not widely appreciated at the time, was that if the populace had sought to be paid off
in cash the Treasury would not have had sufficient funds to be able to do so The Government had taken a huge gamblein cash the Treasury would not have had sufficient funds to be able to do so. The Government had taken a huge gamble. 
And couldn’t afford its bluff to be called. 

So every possible means of persuasion – or perhaps, in certain cases, of coercion – was enlisted into the service of what 
it is probably fair to describe as a propaganda onslaught on investors large and small, to do their patriotic duty and accept
the Conversion offerthe Conversion offer.

There were financial inducements, such as an arrangement to make interest payments on the new stock without 
deduction of tax at source, and the offer of a bonus of £1 extra nominal stock per hundred if you converted before the end 
of July. If the latter was a carrot then there was also a stick in the form of an edict that stock on which a decision was still
outstanding at the end of September would be deemed to have assented to the conversion offeroutstanding at the end of September would be deemed to have assented to the conversion offer.

Elsewhere the media were brought into play. A War Loan Conversion Publicity Bureau was established on 12th July which 
every day issued a list of what were called “Principal Organisations” who had done their duty and converted, and made 
sure that this information found its way into the organs of the press. Likewise, the BBC Radio service daily carried “Public 
Announcements” and updates on the progress of the operation which were in reality no more than thinly veiledAnnouncements  and updates on the progress of the operation which were in reality no more than thinly veiled 
exhortations to convert.

One of the key objectives for the Government was to get the Clearing Banks onside, for not only were they the major 
financial institutions of that time with substantial holdings of War 5%, but these were the days when, if you needed 
personal financial advice the chances were that you would go and see your local Bank manager The thought was that ifpersonal financial advice, the chances were that you would go and see your local Bank manager. The thought was that if 
the Clearers were seen to convert then the public would surely follow. 
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WAR 3 ½% 1952 OR AFTER

And so it came about that a meeting was convened at the Bank of England at which the Governor, Montagu Norman, sat 
down with the Chairmen of the five Clearing Banks and read them their palms After some initial resistance to the armdown with the Chairmen of the five Clearing Banks and read them their palms. After some initial resistance to the arm 
twisting four of the five agreed to convert, but the fifth, the Midland Bank resisted.

The Midland owned £25million War 5%, a dated stock, but did not feel that the new War Loan, an undated stock, was 
suitable for their Balance Sheet. As a gesture of goodwill they would be prepared to convert £5 million of their stock but 
would retain the remaining £20 millionwould retain the remaining £20 million. 

The following day a further meeting took place at the Bank where the Midland was simply informed that if they would not 
voluntarily convert then the Bank of England would compulsorily buy their remaining £20 million stock and convert it for 
them. This the Bank duly did - thus enabling the authorities to make the claim, somewhat dubiously, that “all the Clearing 
Banks’ stock” had been convertedBanks  stock  had been converted.  

It is said that the recalcitrance of the Midland Bank Chairman probably cost him his peerage.

In the end 92% of the holdings of War 5% were converted and the Government’s bacon had been saved, but some of the 
battle scars received were to remain for years to come.y

As far as War Loan’s trading life is concerned it can be subdivided into three distinct phases.

In her early life between 1932 and the early post war years her price remained close to or above par. Indeed holders who 
might have felt aggrieved at being pressurised into converting had the opportunity to take a 10 per cent profit as early as 
1934 A Mi h l C i i ht h id “ t l t f l k th t”1934. As Michael Caine might have said “not a lot of people know that”. 
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WAR 3 ½% 1952 OR AFTER

No, it was only after 1946 that the combination of rising inflation (which had been dormant during the war years) and the 
large scale issuance of new Gilts in compensation for the nationalisation of the Coal Steel Gas Electricity and Railwaylarge scale issuance of new Gilts in compensation for the nationalisation of the Coal, Steel, Gas, Electricity and Railway 
industries triggered the slippery downward price path for the Gilt-Edged market of which, at least at the start, War Loan 
was the leader. 

This slide, punctuated by occasional small intervening upward bumps, continued for twenty eight years during which War 
Loan lost over 80% of its value in nominal terms and over 95% after taking into account inflationLoan lost over 80% of its value in nominal terms and over 95% after taking into account inflation. 

It was this experience that gave War Loan the reputation of being a “dog” of an investment.

This begs the obvious question: “Why, oh why, oh why, during all that period, did people continue to hold War Loan”. 
Maybe it was because as its price fell, and its yield rose to successive new highs, the feeling was continually engendered y p y g g y g
that it couldn’t possibly fall any further – until, of course, it did. 

Also many of its private holders were trusts who before the Trustee Act of 1961 were not authorised to hold equities, and 
also because War Loan, unlike other Gilts, could be held in bearer form and paid dividends without deduction of tax. 
These two latter considerations prompting a highly respected Investment Manager of a Scottish Life Assurance company  p p g g y p g p y
to famously remark during an actuarial discussion that  ”War Loan was principally held by Widows and Orphans who 
should have known better and foreigners who wished to remain anonymous”.

But if War Loan was a “dog” it should have been realised that “every dog has its day” and for War Loan (and the Gilt-
edged market in toto) that day was December 31st 1974. Politically and economically the country was on a knife-edge. g ) y y y y g
Inflation was running at 20% plus and the Labour government of Harold Wilson seemed impotent. Long-dated Gilt Yields 
had reached 17 ½% and War Loan was trading at a price of just 20. But this time it really was the case that it wouldn’t fall 
any further. In the early months of 1975 a recovery started in both the Equity and Gilt-Edged markets and our heroine set 
out on what was to become the third and final phase of her existence. A forty year long gradual upward path of recovery 
all the way towards next Monday’s final redemption at par
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WAR 3 ½% 1952 OR AFTER

But of course, for this final part of her life she had long ceased to be the proud leader of the market as, by then, she had 
become increasingly dwarfed by the seemingly never-ending supply of gigantic issues of new Gilts required to fund ourbecome increasingly dwarfed by the seemingly never ending supply of gigantic issues of new Gilts required to fund our 
latter day deficits. As a result, I fear, somewhat sadly, that she may, in future, be more remembered for her disastrous 
middle aged years than for her more positive recent investment performance. And that would be both a pity and an 
injustice. For that performance has been outstanding. For consider this.

Imagine a young twenty something year old setting out on a career in 1974 and deciding to start pension saving forImagine a young twenty something year old setting out on a career in 1974 and deciding to start pension saving for 
eventual retirement. Rather than invest in equities he decides instead to invest £1000 in War Loan every year and also to 
plough back his dividends into the stock. By now he would be nearly 65 and be getting ready to retire, and next Monday at 
Redemption his War Loan Pension pot would be paying him out a sum in the region of £610,000.Not bad for a dog of an 
investment – perhaps more a case of that particular man’s best friend.

So here we are now at the end of the road and on behalf of all us here I want to record a couple of huge “Thank You”s.

Firstly  to Mark Deacon and James Knight at the Debt Management Office for digging out lots of obscure historical detail 
for me, but most of all, for their generosity, to our hosts tonight, Adam Barrett in person, Lloyds Bank as our corporate host 
and of course the Imperial War Museum itselfand, of course, the Imperial War Museum itself. 

But also special thanks to Dominic Pearson and Tony Gray who, if my suspicions are correct, were the blokes who first 
thought that having this party would be a jolly good idea. And how right they were!

And now it’s time for me to say my personal farewells. y y p

To our hosts, I thank you for the honour you have given me in asking me to deliver a eulogy for War Loan. As an old Gilt-
Edged soldier it’s been a great privilege.
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WAR 3 ½% 1952 OR AFTER

To my audience, I thank you for listening patiently to the story of her life, and to War Loan herself, I would like to conclude 
with a few short wordswith a few short words.

“You have been an ever present companion in the market for me for every single day of my Stock Exchange career and of 
all of my retirement to date. 

The Gilt-Edged list is simply never going to be quite the same without your name at its foot.g p y g g q y

And I think I can say with absolute certainty that we shall not see the likes of you ever again.

Congratulations on your Redemption, Old Friend, and thanks for the memories”.   Good night.
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This photograph shows the commanding officers of the Bankers’ 
Company of the 4th Royal Scots. On the left is Lieutenant James 
Gray of the Edinburgh-based British Linen Bank. To his right is 
Captain John Robertson, an agent (manager) of the National Bank 
of Scotland. Beside him is Second Lieutenant Charles Paterson ofof Scotland. Beside him is Second Lieutenant Charles Paterson of 
the Royal Bank.

The Bankers’ Company of the Royal Scots was a territorial unit 
whose origins date back to the volunteer movement of 1859. Many 
Scottish bank staff, including these three men, were serving with , g , g
the Company before the war. They were among the first to engage 
in military action with the outbreak of hostilities.

On 28th June 1915, the Company was involved in one of the many 
battles of the Gallipoli campaign. It took part in an assault on 
Turkish positions in Gully Ravine. Four thousand allied troops died 
that day, including Robertson and Paterson. Despite the huge loss 
of life, only half a mile of territory was gained.

Staff records of the British Linen Bank show that Gray was 
mobilised on 5th August. At that point he was a clerk at the Bank’s 
head office. Gray survived the war, but resigned on 23rd November 
1919, after 27 years’ service.
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